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To copy or not
With events such as Bauma China at
the end of last year and Bauma 2013 in
Munich this April, hundreds of thousands
of visitors have the opportunity to view
the very latest offerings from the major
equipment manufacturers. The largest
Chinese producers have an eye on world

domination, while other ‘Bric’ countries look at how they can join the
party. Meanwhile established western producers attempt to find
decent footholds in the local Chinese market in order to maintain
their global positions.   

At Bauma China it was difficult to avoid a negative first impression
faced with what looked like local copies of US and German products -
“Is that another P-Boom or an LTM11200 copy?” Wherever you looked
it seemed that local producers had slipped back to the stereotypical
art of copying western designs. 

However on closer inspection this was not the case. What initially
looked like a Sany copy of Grove’s unique GTK telescopic tower crane
was, on closer inspection a similar concept with a vertical telescopic
tower topped by a telescopic boom, but the whole approach was 
different. Likewise the ‘copy’ of Liebherr’s P-Boom turned out to be a
mix of a twin boom topped with a P-boom-type concept. 

But when is it a copy and when not? The fact remains that almost
every manufacturer has copied or adopted a basic concept at one
time or other. Everyone does or progress would be sclerotic. For 
example Selma Manlift introduced the first self-propelled scissor lift, 
the concept was quickly adopted - or copied - by others.
Austin Western introduced a swing cab Rough Terrain crane and
within a year or so Grove introduced a similar product in that it was
a Rough Terrain crane with a superstructure mounted cab.
The same concept, but was it a copy? 

On the other hand we have also all seen blatant copies, including
companies which have included the original design errors in the
copied products. Bauma China had its fair share of these, largely -
although not entirely - found among the smaller access equipment
manufacturers, some of whom even used the Genie or JLG
photographs in their literature of the machines that they had copied.
While such companies are unlikely to stay the course, it is all too easy
to brand Chinese manufacturers as copiers when after all they are
only doing what other European, Asian and North American
companies have already done many times over. 

As they say ‘Nothing is original’ or perhaps as Einstein said:
“The secret to creativity is knowing how to hide your sources".
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